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When I started my evaluation of the service called DarwinEssay, I noticed the small number
of writers available at the moment. Since I spent several days checking the service and
waiting for the paper delivery, I noticed that this number doesn’t really get bigger, which
could mean only one thing – the service does not have a big number of available writers.

This rejects the theory that darwinessay.net is as popular as they say, because if they had
many customers, they’d surely need more writers on board. And yet, the website suggests
that this company is extremely popular, even though feedback outside of it speaks
otherwise. So, which one is it?
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open the website. This list is all-inclusive, which makes the small number of writers that
much more concerning.

Hearing about an extensive range of services is always good news for students, but an
average of 30 writers available at all times is far from sufficient for the company to be able
to deliver on over 30 different paper types. To guarantee high quality content, a writing
service must employ writers with different expertise in various subjects.

But, I decided not to judge before I see the actual quality offered. After all, such a lengthy
list means a lot to those who need more papers on a regular basis, and is certainly an
advantage for Darwinessay.net.

The affordability of services is even more satisfactory to the eye of the customer than the
list of services! With as little as $9.97 for a page, students of undergraduate level can get
their papers within a deadline of 10 days, while the minimal amount for Bachelor and
Professional level is $16 and $18 per page, respectively.

Such prices would be sufficient to convince any student who is struggling with a low budget
since, compared to others on the market, this company is extremely cheap. For me, such
cheap prices are a reason for doubt, because most companies try to set rates that fit the
expertise of the writers while focused on the average student budget.

Still, while these prices are appealing for every visitor, Darwin Essay seems to be more
focused on attracting new customers than on keeping the ones they already have. Why?
Because they only have a discount for new customer (10%), and no loyalty program or any
special features for those who return for more papers.

Many things on the site suggested that the content quality may be low, but I did not expect
it to be as low as it was when my essay was delivered to me. Low prices and tricky discounts
can only mean one thing – lack of expertise or experience of the writers. And in this case,
my doubts were further expanded by the lack of available writers at almost every point of
our research.

The content quality here was not bad – it was horrific. I got a paper from a writer that was
allegedly a native speaker and yet, the paper did not appear to be written by someone who
is fluent in English. The mistakes were ridiculous and so was the spelling, which meant that
the paper was also not edited or proofread before delivery.

Since the paper was so terrible, I contacted the customer support agents to ask why this
happened. After all, the website said all writers are native English and hold high academic
level degrees from prestigious universities. Yet, this was obviously not the case with our
writer.



Whilst the agents were very responsive and polite, they did not help me a bit with this
problem. Instead of offering discount for future orders or at least a partial refund for the
inconvenience, they said they could provide me with one free revision, but I’d have to wait 3
days to get the paper back.

This would cause students to miss their deadline, and is highly unacceptable.

Despite the professional customer service and the enormous list of services
offered, DarwinEssay.net has very few good things to offer.  The issues beat the advantages
completely.

Because of this, I cannot recommend DarwinEssay to anyone because of low paper
quality and horrible revision policy.
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